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� Neutron imaging reveals phase
transformation behavior of
metastable austenitic stainless steels
under plastic deformation.

� 3D mapping of phase distributions in
polycrystalline materials non-
destructively.

� In-situ investigation of the effect of a
geometrical factor on phase
transformation in a rectangular TRIP
steel sample under torsion load.

� New non-destructive spectroscopic
technique based on neutron
diffraction contrast is eligible for
study of material phase.
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Metastable austenitic stainless steel (304L) samples with a rectangular cross-section were plastically
deformed in torsion during which they experienced multiaxial stresses that led to a complex martensitic
phase distribution owing to the transformation induced plasticity effect. A three-dimensional character-
ization of the phase distributions in these cm-sized samples was carried out by wavelength-selective
neutron tomography. It was found that quantitatively correct results are obtained as long as the samples
do not exhibit any considerable preferential grain orientation. Optical microscopy, electron backscatter
diffraction, and finite element modeling were used to verify and explain the results obtained by neutron
tomography. Altogether, neutron tomography was shown to extend the range of microstructure charac-
terization methods towards the meso- and macroscale.
� 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Continued alloy development of steels enables yet improved
properties, which result from a carefully balanced microstructure.
The tools for microstructure characterization are the backbone to
facilitate this progress and are often used in the development of
phenomenological or empirical models. Current challenges are
often related to the complexity of deformation mechanisms and
particularly their interactions across different length scales [1].
While the modeling community has developed sophisticated
micromechanical full-field crystal modeling tools that include
important microstructure properties [2–10], the available experi-
mental capabilities are lacking the ability to capture microstruc-
ture variations on a macroscale. Neutron experiments have long
played a vital role in characterizing microstructural properties
within the bulk of larger samples [11,12]. More recently, neutron
imaging techniques that exploit scattering and diffraction [13–
15] have shown the potential to bridge the gap between various
length scales.

In the present case study, we visualized spatially varying
martensitic phase transformations in three dimensions (3D) that
occurred owing to the transformation-induced plasticity (TRIP)
effect in metastable stainless steel. The particularity of this study
is the rectangular cross-section of the investigated samples that
were plastically deformed in torsion, which resulted in complex
strain and stress states with spatial variations within the sample.
The need and benefit of materials characterization in 3D have been
long recognized, as it ‘‘provides new insights into how phase distri-
bution, crystallographic interfaces, and defect arrangements con-
tribute to building a material structure” [16]. Commonly applied
3D characterization routines include automated serial sectioning,
focused ion beam/scanning electron microscopy (FIB/SEM), X-ray
microtomography (microCT), and 3D X-ray diffraction based on
laboratory and synchrotron X-ray sources. Neutron tomography
is increasingly being used in materials research since it allows
for probing deeply into many materials while being sensitive to
many light elements [14]. Fig. 1 outlines different 3D characteriza-
Fig. 1. Overview of available 3D tomographic methods as well as their spatial
resolutions and typically analyzed volumes. Neutron tomography enables a non-
destructive evaluation of the microstructure across the meso- and macroscale.
(Adapted from Ref. [17]).
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tion techniques in terms of volume and voxel dimensions (note
that voxel is used for 3D representation like the pixel is used for
2D representation).

We previously established that diffraction contrast in neutron
imaging could be used for 3D tomographic reconstructions of local-
ized phase fractions within cm-sized TRIP steel samples that were
plastically deformed in tension and torsion [18]. The circular sam-
ple geometry that was utilized in these studies, however, pre-
sented a rather simple case compared to the present study.
Another important consideration for diffraction contrast imaging
to yield useful results relates to the directional dependence of
the diffraction phenomenon: The diffracted neutron intensities
are a function of the grain orientation, and hence the same applies
for the transmitted intensity. If too many grains within the speci-
men possess preferred orientations (texture), then the recorded
intensity becomes a function of the physical sample orientation
(note that this holds true for transmission images as well as
diffractograms). Only if the grains are randomly distributed, non-
tensorial properties such as crystalline phase fractions can be
reconstructed from transmission images alone [18–22]. For sam-
ples with preferred grain orientations (texture), however, the
widely utilized filtered back-projection algorithm is not applicable,
even for the reconstruction of non-tensorial properties. It should
also be noted that 2D investigations (radiography) or diffraction
with limited angular coverage are obviously prone to the same ‘‘(-
texture) bias” [23]. The reconstruction of tensorial properties can
almost be deemed a research topic in itself [24,25].

While some studies of phase transformations under torsional
loading of circular specimens using neutron imaging and X-rays
have been reported [18,26], studies of complex geometries under
torsional loading are very limited [27,28]. A recent case study
reported on spatially resolved phase transformation by 2D neutron
radiography in cruciform samples under load path changes [29].
Non-circular and in particular rectangular profiles are very impor-
tant in engineering practice as they often experience shear stress
due to torsion. Analytical solutions for non-circular members
under torsion are rarely found as they can be complex and are
specific to special shapes of bodies and loads. Hence, numerical
tools such as the finite-element, the finite-volume, or the
boundary-element method are most commonly applied in cases
where the geometry of the sample deviates from the simplest
cases. Additionally, they can be coupled with material point mod-
els, e.g., models that describe how a material deforms under
applied load. For instance, powerful and sophisticated modeling
efforts have been and are being undertaken. Comprehensive crystal
plasticity computational frameworks are, for example, provided by
the Düsseldorf Advanced Material Simulation Kit (DAMASK) [30],
CPFEM [31], MOOSE [32], PRISMS-Plasticity [33] or WARP-3D
[34]. The combination of in-situ diffraction and crystal plasticity
finite element modeling can be used to e.g. analyze the lattice
strain evolution in different crystallographic phases [35–38].

In the present case study, we employed optical microscopy and
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) to verify the results that
were obtained by neutron tomography. The corresponding results
combined with Finite Element Modelling (FEM) help to interpret
the complex spatially varying distribution of the newly formed
martensitic phase.
2. Material and methods

2.1. Material and geometry of samples

A well-characterized metastable stainless steel (ASTM standard
304L) was chosen, in which the martensitic phase transformation
can be induced by straining the sample at room temperature due
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to the TRIP effect. The TRIP effect helps to increase ductility while
maintaining high strength as the harder martensite phases (con-
sisting of bcc and hcp structures [39]) act as barriers to dislocation
motion during straining. This results in increased strain hardening
of the parent fcc austenite [40,41]. It is this phenomenon that pre-
vents early material failure since the transformation occurs more
readily at locations where the strain concentration is highest.

The composition of the utilized steel is given in Table 1. Bulk
texture analysis was performed previously on exactly the same
batch of raw material that was used to manufacture the samples
used herein, showing a very mild to nearly random texture [42].

From the as-received material, three samples for torsion exper-
iments were machined to the dimensions shown in Fig. 2. The rea-
son for using the relatively short gauge length was to maximize the
achievable shear strains. The samples were deformed to different
angular twists of 116�, 232�, and 464�.

2.2. Mechanical deformation and digital image correlation

All three samples were plastically deformed by twisting to the
above-mentioned target angles using a deformation rate _h of 10�
per minute (0.0029 rad�s�1) at ‘room temperature’, i.e. �20 �C. A
custom-built load frame [42,43] was used for mechanical deforma-
tion. The sample was held under a constant axial seating load of
20 MPa during the torsional deformation. The torque vs twist
and shear stress vs twist can be seen in Fig. S2 of the Supplemen-
tary Information (SI).

During mechanical deformation, surface strains were measured
by digital image correlation (DIC) using the commercial software
VIC-3D [44]. Fig. 3 shows the spatial distribution of shear strain
(cxy) on the surface of one of the long sides for a few distinct levels
of twisting (note that the surface strain could not be calculated
anymore beyond 121�). For instance, at all monitored twist states,
the strain magnitude (cxy) is the largest at the center of the surface
as expected, while the locations close to the end (edge) of the sam-
ple show values close to zero. At a twist of 9.3�, the center of the
sample shows a value of cxy � �0.0156 and at 84.1�, a value of
Table 1
Chemical composition (wt.%) of the 304L stainless steel used.

C Co Cr Cu Mn Si M

0.022 0.03 18.18 0.14 1.54 0.29 0

Fig. 2. The geometry of the specimen with dimensions i
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cxy � �0.8. It can also be seen from the surface strain maps how
the length of the gauge section has important implications for
the ‘idealized’ strain distribution, i.e., the horizontally varying
strain distribution is homogenous only within a �2.5 mm vertical
section along the gauge length (height).

The maximum shear stress vs shear strain curve obtained for
the center of the surface (indicated as ROI#1) can be seen in
Fig. S3 of the SI.
2.3. Neutron wavelength-selective radiography and monochromatic
tomography

One of the most relevant contrast mechanisms in neutron imag-
ing of crystalline materials is based on a diffraction phenomenon
[16], and hence a short summary shall be given here. Bragg scatter-
ing from atomic lattice planes that have distances of dhkl is com-
monly utilized to study the structure of crystalline materials. A
diffracted signal is detected against a weak background, and
diffractograms can be recorded wavelength and/or angular disper-
sive. In cases where the incident radiation is able to penetrate
through the sample so that transmission measurements can be
performed, the diffracted (coherently scattered) signal is removed
from the incident beam intensity, i.e., the beam is attenuated. Neu-
tron (transmission) imaging typically employs neutron wave-
lengths ranging from �2 Å to �6 Å. Considering the structure of
the most commonly utilized crystalline materials, this range
includes wavelengths at which Bragg scattering does not occur
anymore from certain lattice plane families because it is larger
than 2dhkl, the so-called Bragg cut-off. For single crystals, one
observes characteristic dips in the wavelength-resolved transmis-
sion spectrum (the position depending on the sample orientation),
while for randomly orientated polycrystalline materials, a ‘saw-
tooth’ pattern is observed with a sharp increase in transmitted
intensity every time the wavelength exceeds the Bragg cut-off for
a certain lattice plane family. The positions of these so-called Bragg
edges therefore provide a direct measure of dhkl (occurring at 2dhkl)
and carry information about the crystalline structure, including the
o N Ni P S Fe

.11 0.076 8.55 0.026 0.0017 Balance

n mm, where the gauge section is 10 mm � 5 mm.



Fig. 3. DIC images of the 304L stainless steel sample twisted stepwise to an angle of 84.1�. (a) Sample surface before the test, (b) twist angle of 9.3�, (c) 12.1�, (d) 39.6�, (e)
64.4� and (f) final twist angle of 84.1�.
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type of phase, lattice strain, and preferred grain orientations (tex-
ture). In order to utilize diffraction contrast in an imaging experi-
ment, wavelength-resolved measurements are needed that can
be realized most commonly by using a tuneable neutron
monochromator or by wavelength-dispersive time-of-flight mea-
surements [13,23,45–49].

For the work presented herein, the CONRAD-II imaging instru-
ment [50] at the research reactor BER-II with its tunable
monochromator was used. As the first experimental characteriza-
tion step, a neutron wavelength scan was performed for all the
samples in one radiographic projection. The data shown herein
was recorded for a wavelength band between 3.0 Å and 4.3 Å by
incrementally changing the double crystal monochromator in
steps of 0.02 Å and recording images with an exposure time of
120 s at each wavelength. In order to facilitate comparisons of
the spectra for different sample regions, the results are normalized
to the value after the Bragg cut-off (where no more Bragg diffrac-
tion occurs) and also expressed as attenuation coefficient following
expressionR = � ln(T(k))/d, whereR is the attenuation coefficient,
d the sample thickness and T(k) is the wavelength-dependent
transmission. The sample thickness for the location at the given
projection was established from neutron tomography. The mea-
surement time for the transmission spectra presented in Fig. 5
was �13 h (with 6.5 h each for the sample and ‘empty beam’ mea-
surement). This relatively long exposure time for one projection is
the main reason that we did not perform spectral tomography as
recently presented [20,23,51] but used only a few distinct wave-
lengths for the tomographic reconstructions.

2.4. Optical microscopy and EBSD

For optical microscopy, a Zeiss Axiophot 2, and for EBSD, a Zeiss
UltraPlus scanning electron microscope equipped with an Oxford
Instruments NordlysNano camera and the AZtec acquisition soft-
ware were used. The sample deformed to 232� was cut in the mid-
4

dle, where it had undergone the biggest strain. Then the sample
was ground by using grinding papers in a sequence from coarse
to fine grade. The next step involved a thorough diamond polish
on a medium soft cloth and the final polish with colloidal silica
to remove the fine scratches. Finally, the sample was etched by a
solution of 100 ml water, 100 ml hydrochloric acid, 10 ml nitric
acid at a temperature of 50 �C in 5 min for microstructural exam-
ination by optical microscopy and EBSD.

2.5. Finite element modeling

In order to interpret the 3D phase distribution that was found
by neutron tomography, non-linear finite element modeling was
carried out using the software package ABAQUS.

The geometry of the torsion specimen and the three-
dimensional finite element mesh used for the simulations are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 4a, respectively. Eight-node linear brick
elements with reduced integration and hourglass control (C3D8R
in ABAQUS Explicit) were used in the gauge section. Since quadri-
lateral elements cannot be used to produce a structured mesh in
non-prismatic regions, four-node linear tetrahedron elements
(C3D4 in ABAQUS Explicit) were used outside the central region.
This compromises the mesh quality somewhat, but it is deemed
a minor issue since the circular cross-section regions remain
almost entirely elastic. The element side length was 500 lm for
the whole model, and the mesh is shown in Fig. 4a.

For this study, we only have strain data measured by DIC for a
twist angle of 135� in torsion and experimental uniaxial tensile
strain data up to 0.204. In order to simulate the sample deformed
to 232�, one can combine the use of hardening laws to be able to
fully simulate the behavior to the desired twist. In this study, a
power-law hardening Eq. (1).

ry ¼ r0 þ k
ep
e0

� �m

; ð1Þ



Fig. 4. The finite element mesh and data were used in the finite element analysis. (a) Sample model with the finite element mesh, where the gauge section is 10 mm � 5 mm.
(b) Experimental uniaxial data and hardening curves were used for the simulation.

Fig. 5. Images and attenuation coefficient spectra for the sample twisted to 232�:
(a) Photo of the sample, (b) Neutron radiographic image of the sample, (c) Neutron
tomographic visualization of the sample with regions of interest (ROI) depicted, (d)
Attenuation coefficient spectra for the ROIs depicted in (c), (e) Theoretical
attenuation coefficient spectra.
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was used where r0 ¼ 640 MPa, k ¼ 20 MPa, m ¼ 0:684 and
e0 ¼ r0=E ¼ 0:0033. The parameters in the hardening law were
extracted from the true uniaxial stress vs logarithmic strain by a
least square regression fit to the data up to 11 % strain (before
necking). For strains beyond this point, the model is an extrapola-
tion, as shown in Fig. 4b. However, as the deformation mode is
5

dominated by shearing, the same type of uniaxial necking behavior
is not expected, and the extrapolation to strains beyond this can be
somewhat motivated. To enable a direct comparison with the
experimental results, the model was loaded in the same steps as
in the neutron experiments to understand clearly the behavior of
the sample. For this purpose, one end of the sample was fixed
while the other end was twisted up to 232�.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Neutron wavelength-selective imaging for phase transformation

The interpretation of transmission spectra through 3D objects
of irregular shape is obviously a non-trivial task as they contain
information integrated along the beam path through the sample.
Nonetheless, evidence is provided that a localized phase transfor-
mation from austenite to martensite has occurred: ROI#5 in
Fig. 5 corresponds to the undeformed and hence almost pure aus-
tenitic phase (assumed for simplicity, while in reality, a small vol-
ume fraction of martensite is present as well) and exhibits two
distinct Bragg edges, namely fcc(111) at �4.14 Å and fcc(200) at
�3.59 Å. On the other hand, martensite possesses only one Bragg
edge within this wavelength range, namely the one corresponding
to bcc(110) at �4.05 Å. As the Bragg edges corresponding to fcc
(111) and bcc(110) are in close proximity, the wavelength resolu-
tion of the instrument is not sufficient to observe distinct edges.
Regions that have undergone a more pronounced martensitic
phase transformation actually show what we observe as a broad-
ening of the Bragg edge around 4 Å that is accompanied by a
decreased amplitude of the fcc (200) Bragg edge.

For the same batch of material (same rod), we have shown pre-
viously [18] that the as-received material does not exhibit strong
texture, more particularly that the wavelength-dependent trans-
mission spectrum does not change notably as a function of sample
orientation. This is an important pre-requisite for neutron diffrac-
tion contrast imaging to yield meaningful results and to be
extended to tomography. While it is unclear if the new phase forms
with a preferred crystallographic orientation under torsional load-
ing of the rectangular cross-section, we have previously shown
that macroscopic texture evolution is only weak for this specific
batch of material when deformed in tension and torsion of a circu-
lar cross-section [42].

Tomography at three distinct wavelengths was performed for
all three pre-deformed samples by acquiring 180 projections over
an angular range of 360�. The exposure time for each projection
was 225 sec (three images of 75 sec) and the same for the three



Fig. 6. 3D reconstruction for a neutron wavelength of 3.8 Å where the attenuation coefficient readily indicates the phase distribution. The samples were digitally cut at three
positions of the gauge region as defined in Fig. 5a. (a) Twist angles 116�, (b) 232�, (c) 464�.
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neutron wavelengths of 3.80 Å, 4.04 Å, and 4.20 Å. Each tomogra-
phy therefore took �11.25 h. Tomographic reconstructions of data
obtained at 3.80 Å are shown in Fig. 6, where the attenuation coef-
ficient increases from green to red color. At this wavelength, the
attenuation coefficient of martensite is larger than that of austenite
(see Fig. 5e), and hence the visualization depicts the relative distri-
butions of the two phases. A larger twist angle results in larger
amounts of martensite, and furthermore, it can be seen that certain
regions within the gauge section show more martensite than
others and that the region outside the gauge section does not show
signs of phase transformation as expected.

As one expects the phase transformation to occur in regions
that experience the highest degree of deformation, the results
may appear a little surprising at first when considering the stress
distribution in rectangular bars under torsional deformation
according to the theory of elasticity, which predicts the highest
magnitude of strain in the middle of the long side and zero strain
in the four corners [52]. However, the applied deformation takes
the specimen well beyond the elastic range and the geometrical
boundary conditions differ from these considerations; hence the
results are less surprising considering these aspects. Nonetheless,
the transformation behavior can indeed be linked to regions that
Fig. 7. Optical micrographs were obtained for the cross-section in the middle of the gaug
locations of higher-magnification images. (b) Individual micrographs show that the ph
magnification images from the center towards the long side of the cross-section.
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start to experience stress concentrations already at low deforma-
tion levels, as will become evident from the discussion presented
together with the FEM results. A determining factor is indeed the
utilized gauge length, as we will show, and from the neutron
tomography results, one can readily observe that there are signifi-
cant variations of phase distributions within the cross-section at
different heights of the gauge length. Three ‘cuts’ at different
heights are presented in Fig. 6. The previously illustrated DIC
results have also shown that the surface strain profile varies along
the gauge length, with the highest surface shear strains occurring
at the center of the gauge length.

3.2. Microstructural characterization

After the non-destructive neutron tomography, the sample that
was deformed to 232� was sectioned for further microstructural
examination by optical microscopy and EBSD. Optical micrographs
of the middle of the cross-section are shown in Fig. 7. A spatially
dependent martensitic phase transformation is seen in these
images, where the center of the sample exhibits a typical austenitic
grain structure with visible slip bands inside the grains. The
amount of slip bands increases when moving away from the center
e length for the sample twisted to 232�. (a) Low-magnification overview indicating
ase transformation increases away from the center of the sample. (c–e) Higher-
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and, at the same time, the micrographs indicate a higher amount of
plastic deformation and the formation of martensite. This forma-
tion is most pronounced towards the long and short sides of the
cross-section. It can be concluded that neutron tomography at
3.8 Å (compare Fig. 6b middle) and optical microscopy correlate
very well.

The same cross-section was further investigated using EBSD,
with results shown in Fig. 8. The center region (indicated as
ROI#6) shows an area fraction of 77 % austenite, 8 % martensite,
and 15 % of ‘zero solution’, i.e., where no successful indexing of
the EBSD patterns was possible. The ‘zero solution’ fraction
increases in regions outside the center where higher amounts of
plastic deformation have taken place, resulting in faint Kikuchi pat-
terns that were difficult to index [53–58]. The other regions exhibit
markedly less austenite, varying between 22 % for ROI#8 (center of
long side), 15 % for ROI#7 (center of short side), and 12 % for ROI#9
(corner of the sample). A reliable quantification was not feasible
due to poor indexing. Making the reasonable assumption that the
the ‘non-identified’ regions have the same austenite to martensite
ratio, or are even fully transformed to martensite, there is a clear
Fig. 8. Phase maps obtained by EBSD for selected regions of the sample twisted to 232�. (
(b–e) Phase maps where austenite (A) is green, martensite (M) is red, non-identified regio
Z 15 %). (c) ROI#7 at the middle of the short side of the sample (A 15 %, M 5 %, Z 80 %). (d)
at the corner of the sample (A 12 %, M 2 %, Z 86 %). (For interpretation of the references t
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qualitative agreement between EBSD, optical microscopy, and neu-
tron wavelength-selective tomography.

3.3. Simulation results of torsion deformation

For the simulations, only a single phase was considered and the
TRIP effect was not taken into account. This could be done in the
future and by, for example, implementing material point models
and a homogenization scheme using programs like DAMASK simi-
lar to the work presented in reference [59]. For the present case
study, the interpretation of shear strain variations and the relation
to the martensitic phase transformation is considered reasonable,
yet knowing that the progressing phase transformation and associ-
ated stiffness differences likely influence the further development
of the transformation kinetics.

The results of the FEM simulation are presented in Fig. 9, where
the von Mises stress is shown. As expected, its magnitude increases
appreciably with increased twist angles (Fig. 9a–f). The simulation
also captures that the von Mises stress is smaller towards the top
and bottom of the gauge section. The magnitude is much reduced
a) Photo of sample cut in the middle and positions at which EBSD maps were taken.
ns (Z) are black. (b) ROI#6 at the center of the sample (area fractions of A 77 %, M 8 %,
ROI#8 at the middle of the long side of the sample (A 22 %, M 9 %, Z 69 %). (e) ROI#9
o color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)



Fig. 9. Von Mises stress obtained by FEM for different twist angles of the steel specimen with a length of the employed gauge length of 7 mm. Twist angles of (a) 4�, (b) 8�, (c)
90�, (d) 116�, (e) 180�, (f) 232�. (g) A gauge length of 11 mm is included for comparison with the same ratio of twist/gauge length of 16.6 in (d).

Fig. 10. Definition of the lines along which the profiles in Fig. 11 were determined, different twists and positions. (a) Twist of 116� at the bottom position. (b) Twist of 116� at
the middle position. (c) Twist of 232� at the middle position.
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Fig. 11. Line profiles in various directions as defined in Fig. 10. Reconstructed tomographic data and FEM simulations are compared. (a–h) Twist angle 116 �C, (i) 232�. (a)
Grey values at the bottom position of the sample for the different lines in Fig. 10a, namely EXP1, EXP2, and EXP3. (b) Grey value and shear strain for the lines of EXP1 and
FEM1. (c) EXP2, FEM2. (d) EXP3, FEM3. (e) Grey values at the middle position of the specimen for the different lines in Fig. 10b, namely EXP4, EXP5, and EXP6. (f) Grey value
and shear strain for the lines of EXP4 and FEM4. (g) EXP5, FEM5. (h) EXP6, FEM6. (i) Grey value and shear strain at the middle position for the line in Fig. 10c, namely EXP7,
FEM7 with the twist of 232�.
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at the center of the cross-section and – generally speaking –
increases towards the outer side of the sample. Looking at a small
twist of 4�, the von Mises stresses at the corners of the rectangular
cross-section are zero, which is consistent with the theory of elas-
ticity as discussed before [52]. The results also indicate that the
von Mises stresses are largest at the center of each of the four
edges of the middle section with values higher on the short sides,
while, in an idealized case, they are expected to be larger in the
middle of the long side. Here, additional geometrical constraints
due to the gauge length play a role. While the neutron tomography
results appeared surprising at first, with an expectation of the lar-
gest amount of phase transformation to be observed in the middle
of the long side, the FEM results support the experimental findings.
As already mentioned, the gauge length was designed with
l = 7 mm. To study the effect of the gauge length, we also modeled
gauge lengths of l = 10, 11, 12, 14, and 15 mm (see Fig. 9 and Fig. S4
in the SI). The idealized von Mises stress distribution during elastic
deformation only occurs in the middle of the gauge length if it is
longer than 14 mm. Any shorter gauge lengths and regions towards
the top and bottom of the gauge length are prone to geometrical
boundary effects.

The sample with the gauge length of 7 mm (utilized in the
experiment) exhibits a centrosymmetric von Mises stress distribu-
tion in the middle of the gauge length throughout all deformation
stages. However, the von Mises stresses on the long side are much
less than those on the short side unlike in samples with longer
gauge lengths. When the sample is twisted beyond 8�, the sample
starts to experience large plastic deformations in some regions,
also causing the corner of the sample to experience significant
stress. Even more striking is the difference towards the top and
bottom of the 7 mm gauge length. Here, it can be seen that two
opposing corners experience the highest stress, while the other
two corners experience significantly lower stress magnitudes
(indicated by the arrows on Fig. 9). This clearly agrees with the
experimental observations by neutron tomography (as well as
optical microscopy and EBSD).

In order to compare and visualize the FEM results together with
the phase distributions obtained by neutron tomography, line pro-
files as defined in Fig. 10 are drawn in Fig. 11, which shows the
Fig. 12. Comparison of simulations based on two different gauge lengths and neutron tom
at a gauge length of 7 mm, (b) simulation at one of 7 mm, and (c) 11 mm.
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equivalent plastic strain magnitudes and grey values from the
tomographic data distributions across the width, length and diag-
onal of the samples and the corresponding FEM results, which are
in good agreement with each other. Measurements and simula-
tions capture the symmetry effects well, including the effect of ‘op-
posing corners’ seen in Fig. 10a.

To further illustrate the similarities between the measured and
simulated data, especially when investigating the cross-section
away from the center of the gauge length, Fig. 12 depicts the asym-
metric stress distributions in the corners at locations towards the
top and bottom of the gauge length. One observes a close agree-
ment between the spatial distributions of simulated stress and
measured martensitic phase fractions. Moreover, the center of
the long side in the middle section does not show a pronounced
amount of martensite (which could be expected when considering
the stress distribution in idealized rectangular members under
elastic load) and again agrees with the stress distribution obtained
by FEM. Only a longer gauge section may alter these results, as is
included in Fig. 12c.

4. Conclusions

Alloys used in engineering components for structural applica-
tions will, in most cases, experience multiaxial mechanical stress
states. However, the vast majority of studies that utilize deforma-
tion to address the microstructure-property relationships are
based on uni-axial loading. When applying more complex defor-
mation modes (e.g., bending, biaxial loading, torsion), one com-
plexity for a representative microstructure investigation is
related to localized phenomena and inhomogeneous microstruc-
ture distributions. Diffraction contrast in neutron imaging provides
a powerful contrast mechanism to reveal such inhomogeneities as
several examples in literature have shown, however, data interpre-
tation has to be carried out with great care as the transmission sig-
nal is highly convoluted. A major contribution to the signal is the
directional dependency of the grain alignment so that Bragg’s
law can be fulfilled and neutrons are removed from the incident
beam by diffraction. Whenever phase distributions are to be stud-
ied, one has to ensure that the observed contrast can be attributed
ography data at a ratio of twist/gauge length of 16.6�/mm. (a) Neutron tomography
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to differences of crystallographic phase and are not a function of
the sample orientation. In other words, only if the observed con-
trast variations are consistent for different sample orientations,
do results from one single projection allow drawing conclusions
about the phase distribution. Our results showcase a successful
3D tomographic reconstruction of irregular phase distribution in
a sample of complex geometry and we employed additional char-
acterization and simulation methods (OM, EBSD, FEM) to verify
these results. Future methodologies and instrumentation should
hence foresee to include deconvolution of transmission spectra of
textured samples and/or to capture the diffracted beam simultane-
ously. The method has its key strength in the possibility to inves-
tigate bulk (cm-sized) parts non-destructively and in that it also
works for heavily deformed materials. Potentially interesting
applications could hence also include materials under severe plas-
tic deformation (SPD) [58,60–63], where martensitic phase trans-
formations are of interest.

We employed samples with a rectangular cross-section of
10 mm � 5 mm and subjected them to plastic deformation by tor-
sion. Geometric boundary conditions influence the strain and
stress distribution throughout deformation and result in a locally
varying microstructure. Finite element modeling (FEM) was uti-
lized with a focus on revealing stress distributions and allow for
comparisons to the experimentally determined phase distribu-
tions. Implementation of more complex material point models
would be desirable as they could yield an even more realistic pre-
diction of phase transformation. In this case, microscale constitu-
tive models could be linked to macroscopic boundary value
problems through a (mesoscale) homogenization scheme with
the advantage that critical microscale information can be properly
taken into account in the macroscopic simulation and analysis sim-
ilar to the work presented by Tjahjanto et al. [59].
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